Tanwayour jan 2013
Present:
Agnes - A&S
Michael - herald
Maggie - exchequer
Lorenzo - deputy herald
Ellyn - chronicler
Ketill - Seneschal
Anniversary. Who wants to change officers? Deputies are a good thing and Ketill is looking for a
deputy to step up in September.
A&S nothing to report
Chatelaine. Not here, no report
Chiurgeon. No one got hurt
Chronicler. I kept the minutes and the Seneschal is purring because of my red hair
Constable. No report
Exchequer. $2819.33. Last purchase $314 to San Diego County parks and rec.
Herald. Nothing to report , missing tabard still. Needs updated herald docs. Ketill says talk to
Timothy
Webright. Web site is there it is awesome
Old business
New tabard plan. Eblenn is doing the tabard, Ellyn is making the banner and is ready to start.
Maggie will send a method of easy appliqué quilting to assist
Anniversary. We have a site and Ellyn is autocrat. Web site? We shall have a web page set up
soon. Michael wants to put recipes for funnel cake and links to other stuff on the web page.
Ketill does not want to do all that. Lorenzo says he will do it, as deputy because he can do it even
when away at school.
We will have funnel cake demo. Need to have a Talenque memorial fire.
New business.
Opportunity at Comic Con to publicize our canton. SCA has combat presence but not arts. Could
we provide raffle items? Like viking wire weave or something. Agnes will pursue this with Kara.
Coming up - is St Isidore happening? Not published yet in the CP. Lorenzo emailed the autocrat
Festival of the Rose. Sunday in Lyondemere. Focus should be on arts but the autocrat is solely

focused on the Cast Iron Chef part of the event. Ellyn will drive if anyone wants to car pool.
Ketill will, and maybe Agnes and Maggie.
Maggie will bring back pictures of castles from Germany.
Agnes got a video camera which means that our canton could have our own you tube channel
with instructible videos. We are intrigued.
Next meeting. Sunday February 3 noon at Brothers.

